ABSTRACT Burning state directly determines the clinker quality index in the rotary kiln sintering process. A simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence method and a calculating model are explored for the purpose of imitating the human cognition process with repeated comparison and inference. The flame image feature space is optimized progressively using the evaluation of uncertain cognition results with different values of cognition demand to realize the simulated feedback cognition mode from global to local. First, the simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence method with the coupling operation of the training layer and cognition decision layer is proposed, and the framework of the model is described. Second, the evaluation index system of uncertain cognition results based on the bag of words model, latent semantic analysis method, and entropy theory is constructed. Third, the simulated feedback mechanism based on the evaluation of uncertain cognitive results is established, and a concrete calculation model is given. Fourth, the simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence system is designed, and the relevant cognition intelligence algorithm is provided. Finally, a simulation experiment is carried out with the collected burning zone flame image of a rotary kiln. An average recognition accuracy of 92.32% is achieved with a minor standard deviation in accuracy. The experimental results show that our method is effective and outperforms other open-loop recognition methods with the global configuration feature of flame image.
I. INTRODUCTION
A rotary kiln is the core of equipment production in the metallurgy, environmental protection and chemical industries. Cognition, the rotary kiln burning state that is accurate, is a key index of clinker quality [1] . The temperature detection of a burning zone is usually used to estimate the rotary kiln burning state [2] . However, due to disturbances inside the kiln, there is no accurate analyzer available for this temperature. Recently, the strategy of burning state cognition by flame images has received considerable attention [3] - [5] . An improved fast marching algorithm of region of interest (ROI) feature extraction for flame image is proposed in [3] . A hybrid image cognition method for burning state based on flame image processing and process data analysis of rotary kiln is proposed in [4] . A multi-source data integration modeling method based on flame image feature fusion of color, global configuration and local configuration is presented in [5] . However, the existing image segmentation and the temperature field reconstruction-based open-loop cognition methods of the burning state have demonstrated poor performance.
The color and configuration of ROI of the flame image characterize the heat source, smoke interference and clinker sintering in the kiln. The burning state includes three kinds: ''normal-burning state'', ''under-burning state'' and ''overburning state''. Among them, the ''under-burning state'' is due to insufficient burning and low clinker luminosity and flame height. ''over-burning state'' is due to over-burning and showing a high clinker luminosity and flame height, and ''normal-burning state'' is between the two above burning states, which is the basis of the judgment of operator experts to distinguish the most important basis for burning state. Due to the complexity of the rotary kiln sintering process and the diversity of working conditions, and the flame image is sometimes faint and fuzzy due to the dust disturbance caused by the complicated physical and chemical reaction of the kiln head ash, secondary air and burning zone, it is difficult to make accurate decisions on the burning state.
Human beings represent the most advanced and effective means of cognition. Cognition psychology research shows that the human cognition mechanism is a process of hierarchical and selective information collection from global to local, involving repeated comparison and inference according based on prior knowledge [6] .The traditional open-loop cognition method regards the cognitive results obtained by the classifier as the system outputs, whereas it lacks the evaluation of the credibility of the cognitive results, which is inconsistent with the human interactive thinking process of repeated scrutiny. At present, humanoid cognition intelligence remains in its infancy [7] - [10] . A high-level cognition calculating model with simulation bio-vision based on feature dictionary learning is constructed in [7] , and the performance of applications such as target recognition and scene classification is improved. A keywords-based image retrieval method with relevance feedback is applied in [8] to enhance the applicability of the image annotation feature and the robustness of the system. A multi-level feature representation method for off-line handwritten Chinese characters is explored in [9] and [10] , and the humanoid cognition model of the off-line handwritten Chinese character image based on rough set is established. Therefore, a simulated feedback-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence method and calculating model with good anti-noise performance and fault-tolerance based on the simulation of the human cognition mechanism and behavior function represents a new direction that is worthy of exploration.
Entropy is a tool used to measure uncertainty in information systems; it has been widely used in artificial intelligence in recent years [11] . The dispersion of domain division by knowledge is reflected in Entropy [12] , [13] . The finer the knowledge that divides the domain, the greater is the entropy and uncertainty; the rougher the knowledge that divides the domain, the smaller is the entropy and uncertainty. A fuzziness measurement for rough classification based on fuzzy entropy as put forward by Zadeh is studied in [12] . The Shapley entropy is proposed to distinguish the uncertainty of fuzzy measurement in [13] , and its effectiveness in dynamic reliability assessment is demonstrated. However, for the feature space of a particular object, due to the varying feature applicability of different samples, the feature that offers high classification ability for the sample near the clustering center is often less able to make a clear distinction with similar samples near the classification surface. That is, the entropy measurement method only addresses the uncertainty of information systems from the perspective of domain knowledge classification. It does not offer the best cognition result in the context of pattern classification with minimal information system uncertainty; thus, the uncertainty of the information system and the reliability of the cognition result do not reflect fully realized mapping.
Better system performance is obtained in [5] by extracting the multi-source image feature to recognize the burning state, but its open-loop cognition mode does not accord with the characteristics of human cognition process of repeated comparison and inference. The mechanism of human cognition is simulated in [14] by introducing a variable granularity feedback mechanism, but the feedback mechanism of repeated perception cognitive knowledge makes the system computational complexity higher. In addition, it is based on sample and feature level cognitive result evaluation, which restricts the improvement of system performance. Based on the existing research [5] , [14] , a simulated feedback mechanismbased rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence method and calculation model is explored in this paper. Firstly, the framework of the simulated feedback mechanism-based burning state cognition intelligence model and the uncertain cognition results evaluation-based simulated feedback mechanism are described. Secondly, based on the BoW and LSA, the burning state cognition semantic space of flame image is constructed, and the semantic error α-entropy of uncertain cognition results for the burning state and its sequence similarity are defined from the point of view of pattern classification are given, besides, an evaluation index system for uncertain cognition results of burning state is established, which is also based on the significance of statistics. Thirdly, a simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence system is designed with the initial flame image feature space established by kernel principal component analysis (KPCA); the burning state ensemble classifier is constructed based on Random Vector FunctionalLink Net (RVFL), and then a simulated feedback mechanismbased burning state cognition intelligence algorithm is presented. Finally, numerous experiments with comprehensive comparisons are carried out based on the flame images of a cement plant No. 2 rotary kiln. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our cognition intelligence model compared with existing open-loop global configuration feature-based algorithms.
The main technical contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: i. By imitating the human cognition of repeated comparison and inference, an intelligent model for rotary kiln burning state cognition with simulated feedback mechanism is explored, which improve the accuracy rate and reduce the standard deviation of the burning state cognition. ii. Based on the BoW, LSA and entropy, the semantic error information system of uncertain cognition results for burning state is constructed and the uncertainty and the credibility measurement of the burning state cognition results are defined, by which the results of the burning state cognition are evaluated statistically to improve the system performance.
iii. An simulated feedback mechanism is constructed, in which the training layer and the cognition decision layer are mutually coupled, which realizes the repeated perception of the cognitive knowledge of the burning state cognition under the sense of pattern classification, in order to erase shortcomings of the traditional open-loop cognitive methods VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 1. Simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence model. which can not accurately classify the samples which are similar to each other.
II. SIMULATED FEEDBACK MECHANISM-BASED ROTARY KILN BURNING STATE COGNITION INTELLIGENCE MODEL A. FRAMEWORK OF THE BURNING STATE COGNITION INTELLIGENCE MODEL
Because the applicability of different flame image feature spaces differs in the rotary kiln burning state cognition system, a cognition intelligence model that imitates the human cognition mechanism is explored in this paper; the objective is to realize the stratified closed-loop cognition intelligence for the burning state from global to local. The model should represent the burning state cognition knowledge and describe the cognition process based on different hierarchies; it should establish the simulated feedback mechanism that possesses the human cognition characteristics of repeated comparison and inference so that multi-level and repeated burning state cognition knowledge perception based on uncertain cognition results evaluation and rapid and accurate burning state cognition intelligence is achieved.
Therefore, the proposed burning state cognition intelligence model is shown in Fig. 1 . A double-layered comprising a training layer and a cognition decision layer is used in this model. The coupled operation between each layer is realized through uncertain cognition results evaluation. The framework and function of each layer are summarized as follows:
1) TRAINING LAYER
Based on the evaluation index for the feature separability measure and the heuristic feature space optimization information for burning state cognition obtained by the cognition decision layer, the feature space for burning state cognition is compressed and represented by class separability and cognition rules that are built with the given compressed feature space in the training layer; this provides the knowledge base for the establishment of the feature space as well as obtaining uncertain cognition results for the testing dataset in the cognition decision layer.
2) COGNITION DECISION LAYER
Based on the feature space and classifier in the training layer, the uncertain cognition results of the testing dataset within the compressed cognition knowledge space is obtained and its credibility is evaluated in the cognition decision layer; the objective is to realize the feature space expansion of flame image training samples and send the decision result feedback to the training layer to guide the cognition rules update in the training layer.
The framework of the model can implement the human cognition process characterized by repeated comparison and inference. The flame image samples near the clustering center can be distinguished clearly. At the same time, the feature space for burning state cognition is progressively optimized according to pattern classification based on the credibility judgment of uncertain cognition results; as a result, similar samples near the classification surface are cognized repeatedly to realize the stratified closed-loop cognition mode from global to local.
B. EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM 1) THE SEMANTIC SPACE OF UNCERTAIN COGNITION RESULTS
According to the definition of a generalized domain information system from information theory [9] , [14] , a cognition information system for rotary kiln burning state can be built Due to the different feature applicability of different samples, the feature space dimension that is needed to distinguish the samples near the clustering center is less than that required to distinguish similar samples near the classification surface.
Traditional feature selection methods only apply to the training sample, but the optimum cognition of all the testing samples cannot be achieved by the immovable flame image feature space. For the λth cognitive process in the simulated feedback mechanism, the compressed flame image feature space with separability on the basis of pattern classification can be established. And the cognitive knowledge is repeatedly apperceived through the simulated feedback mechanism to cognize similar samples that are difficult to come to decisions. The method of building the compressed flame image feature space is as follows:
Firstly, based on the evaluation index of feature separability, the separability of flame image feature space A is estimated and reordered to reconstruct the image feature spacě A = {Ǎ 1 , · · · ,Ǎm}, whereǍˇj(ǰ ∈ [1,m] is theǰth reordered feature vector, and the separability of flame image feature iň A is followed by weakening,m = m.
Secondly, attribute core Core(Ǎ) = {B 1 , · · · , B δ } ofǍ is computed based on an indistinguishable relation [15] , where δ is the feature dimension of the flame image in Core(Ǎ), and δ ≤m, Core(Ǎ) is the subset of A.
Finally, suppose that the current feedback frequency is λ and that the former feature λ − 1 dimension features
with the removed Core Ǎ is chosen to add it to Core(Ǎ); then, the compressed flame image feature space with sep-
is the bth compressed feature vector, ω = δ + λ − 1 is the dimension number of compressed feature space, and ω ≤m.
Suppose the current feedback frequency is λ; according to the constructed compressed flame image feature space with separability D = {D 1 , · · · , D ω }, the cognition classifier and its cognition rules λ of the burning state for the λth cognition of the flame image training dataset can be obtained; the flame image feature space of testing dataset
where
is the tth feature vector of the testing sample
Matching the flame image feature space of testing dataset W λ with the cognition rules λ in the λth cognition process, the uncertain cognition vector of
is the uncertain cognition results in the λth cognition process of the tth testing sample Y t .
In order to evaluate the uncertain cognitive results of the burning state of the testing sample, the visual words are used to represent the flame image feature based on the BOW model [16] in this paper, and the LSA method [14] is used to establish the latent semantic space of the flame image, solving the zero-frequency problem that may occur in the process of semantic space mapping, thus the representing process of the flame images maps from the feature space to the semantic space.
First of all, suppose there is a compressed flame image feature space with separability D = {D 1 , · · · , D ω } for the training dataset U = {U 1 , · · · , U n } in the λth cognition process; the k-means method is used to cluster the ω feature vector in D = {D 1 , · · · , D ω }, and then a feature-visual word list N n×k is established.
Then, to solve the zero-frequency problem, which may occur in the mapping process of the semantic space, the method of latent semantic analysis (LSA) is adopted to perform a singular value decomposition for the preliminarily obtained N n×k , and the k dimensional burning state latent semantic space of training dataset U in the λth cognition process is obtained as
is the k dimensional latent semantic vector of the ith training sample U i , k is the number of 'visual words' that are obtained from the n compressed flame image feature vector with separability, and k is determined by traversal searching the optimal solution of the current cognition process, namely, k min ≤k≤k max . Because the dimension of the compressed flame image feature space is increased from δ with the increase in feedback frequency, while the semantic space cannot be constructed when k ≥ ω, in order to ensure the effectiveness of traversal searching, k max should meet with
Like this, the LSA-based S u does not require a common visual word, as the correlation between feature vectors exists in S u . Therefore, the ω dimensional compressed flame image feature space with separability D can be conceptually represented by k dimensional latent semantic space S u . Simultaneously, based on S u , the flame image feature space of testing dataset W λ in the λth cognition process could be mapped with the same parameter to build the k dimensional latent semantic space of 
2) THE SEMANTIC ERROR INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE UNCERTAIN COGNITION RESULTS
To obtain the deviation information for the uncertain cognition results and the cognition target based on S u and S y , the semantic error information system of the uncertain cognition results for the testing dataset can be built according to all previous cognition processes, and the credibility evaluation index of uncertain cognition results can be defined to represent the cognition error for burning state of testing dataset in the sense of semantics and information theory.
Given the burning state latent semantic space S u of flame image training dataset
and the latent semantic space S y of testing dataset Y = 
where s u,l ξ l ,r is the ξ l th visual word of the lth burning state in U corresponding to O t,λ , and ξ l ∈ [1, n l ]n l is the number of training samples with the same class (the lth class) corresponding to the current uncertain cognition results of the testing sample Y t , and l ∈ [1, o] , o is the class number of burning state, o l=1 n l = n. Here, the rotary kiln burning state is divided into normal-burning, under-burning, and overburning, so o = 3.
Subtracting the corresponding elements between S y t, * = [s y t,1 , · · · , s y t,k ] and S u,l , the semantic error matrix of an uncertain cognition result for the testing sample Y t in the λth cognition process can be obtained as
where t ∈ [1, d] , and M t,r (r ∈ [1, k] ) are the rth semantic error vector of uncertain cognition results in M l t,λ . At this point, for testing dataset Y = {Y 1 , · · · , Y d }, the semantic error information system of the uncertain cognition results for Y in the λth cognition process according to (6) is constructed as
is the semantic error information system of uncertain cognition results for the testing sample Y t in the λth cognition process, U t,l is the n l dimensional semantic error domain of uncertain cognition results between the testing sample Y t and the corresponded training samples with the same class (the lth class) of its current uncertain cognition results.
3) THE EVALUATION INDEX OF UNCERTAIN COGNITION RESULTS
In the case of testing sample Y t , if the semantic error domain of uncertain cognition results U t,l is divided by the semantic error matrix of the uncertain cognition result M l t,λ based on equivalence relation [9] , the quotient set
is the vth equivalence class of U t,l /M l t,λ , and s is the equivalence class number. Based on definition 2, the more elements in quotient set U t,l /M l t,λ , the greater is the uncertainty of current t,λ ; in addition, the greater the cognition error between the testing sample Y t and the corresponding training sample with the same class (class l) of the current uncertain cognition results, the greater the deviation between Y t and O t,λ , and the lower the credibility of its current cognition result.
To measure the uncertainty of uncertain cognition results, a semantic error α-entropy of an uncertain cognition results is defined as the uncertainty evaluation index of the cognition result in this paper.
Definition 1: Semantic error α-entropy of uncertain cognition results. Suppose there is a semantic error information system for an uncertain cognition result for the testing sample Y t in the λth cognition process t,λ = (U t,l , M l t,λ ), and the quotient set U t,l /M l t,λ = {E 1 , · · · , E s } is obtained based on definition 2. Then, the semantic error α-entropy of the uncertain cognition result in the λth cognition process can be denoted as H α t,λ and its calculation method is as follows:
where α is a real number, and α = 1. According to (8) , the semantic error α-entropy vector of an uncertain cognition result in the λth cognition process for test-
For a given value of α, a smaller entropy indicates that the uncertainty of the constructed semantic error information system is smaller, and therefore the cognition error of testing sample Y t in the current cognition process is smaller and vice versa.
Based on definition 1, the semantic error α-entropy matrix of the uncertain cognition results in the previous cognition process of testing dataset
where the elements in vector
In this way, based on the fuzzy similarity [17] , the γ dimensional semantic error α-entropy sequence of the uncertain cognitive result for Y t can be orderly supported according to (9) 
To measure the credibility of the uncertain cognition results for the testing dataset, the semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity of the uncertain cognition results is defined in this paper to obtain the heuristic feature space feedback information of the cognition system. Definition 2: Semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity of uncertain cognition results. Based on (9) and (10), suppose there are two adjacent γ dimensional semantic error α-entropy sequences of an uncertain cognition result for testing sample Y t , H γ t,λ and H γ t,λ−1 , so the semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity of uncertain cognition results between the λth and the λ − 1th cognition process can be denoted as t,λ , and its calculation method isčž
, within which is defined the maximum value of the difference between the corresponding elements. t,λ is an exponential function; the variants g and e are the gradient and the width of the boundary for the exponential function, respectively;
Based on definition 2, the semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity of uncertain cognition results between the λth and the λ − 1th cognition process for the testing dataset
T .
C. THE SIMULATED FEEDBACK MECHANISM OF THE COGNITION INTELLIGENCE MODEL
Unlike the traditional open-loop cognition structure, the simulated feedback mechanism is introduced into the traditional mode with cognition after training in our rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence model. The closed-loop cognition mode with repeated interaction between cognition knowledge representation and cognition processing is implemented.
1) OPERATION MECHANISM OF THE TRAINING LAYER
According to the structure and function of the training layer, and for the flame image training dataset, the following steps are implemented in the training layer: i. Pre-process the training dataset, and extract the feature to map the flame image from the sample space to the feature space. And then establish the cognition information system of rotary kiln burning state in the sense of maximum cognition information.
ii. According to the feature space optimization information obtained from the cognition decision layer, the flame image features with stronger separability are selected to build a compressed feature space for burning state cognition with separability.
iii. Design the classifier to build the cognition rule of the burning state.
2) OPERATION MECHANISM OF THE COGNITION DECISION LAYER
According to the structure and function of cognition decision layer and the evaluation index system, for the testing dataset, the following steps are implemented in the cognition decision layer based on the training layer operation mechanism:
i. Extract the testing dataset features of the flame image based on the cognition knowledge representation of the training dataset.
ii. Obtain the uncertain cognition results of the testing dataset under the current feature space based on the built cognition rule.
iii. Establish the credibility evaluation rules for uncertain cognition results to obtain the heuristic feature space optimization information and guide feature space expansion of the training layer. The evaluation rules are listed as follows:
(a) Firstly, the testing dataset is compared with the training dataset from the same testing dataset cognition class. If the comparison results meet the threshold, the present cognition results are regarded as final outputs.
(b) Secondly, for those testing datasets that do not meet the threshold, cognition knowledge under the present feature space cannot determine their classes. Thus, it is necessary to cognize repeatedly to feed the heuristic optimization information into the training layer and thus update the feature space.
(c) Finally, the feedback frequency threshold is set to avoid end-less feedback. If the comparison results cannot meet the feedback frequency threshold, the feedback process is terminated, and previous cognition results are regarded as the final outputs.
3) THE BURNING STATE COGNITION PROCESS WITH SIMULATED FEEDBACK
Based on the operation mechanism of the training layer and the cognition decision layer, S= (U ,A,V ,f ) is established by the method in [10] . The λth cognitive process for burning VOLUME 5, 2017 state of the testing sample dataset Y can be embodied as follows:
Firstly, based onS and λ, the feature space D = 
T is obtained. ForO λ , semantic error information system of the uncertain cognition results λ in the current state of the cognitive process is constructed.
Thirdly, on the basis of λ , the vector
T in the λth cognitive process is calculated, and the matrix H is obtained with prior cognitive process of dataset Y , to compute the semantic error α-entropy sequence
T . Based on λ , evaluate the credibility of the uncertain cognitive results of burning state. The evaluation rules are as follows:
i. If λ ≤ γ (can not support γ -dimensional semantic error α-entropy sequence), then λ ← λ + 1, and feed back to the training layer to guide the renewal of D, namely based on the construction rules of D, and one-dimensional feature with the strongest separability is selected from the feature subset A−D to be added into D to carry out theλ + 1th cognitive process.
ii. If γ < λ ≤ Td 2 (Td 2 is the feedback number threshold), then determine whether the element t,λ in λ is satisfied by the threshold Td 1 (Td 1 is similarity threshold of semantic error α-Entropy sequence) when t = 1, · · · , d: if t,λ ≥ Td 1 , indicating that the uncertain cognitive results of the current burning state for the testing sample Y t is highly reliable, then make the O t,λ as the final burning state cognition result R t of the Y t and is then outputted; if t,λ < Td 1 , then λ ← λ + 1, and feed back to the training layer to guide the updating of D to carry out the λ + 1th cognitive process.
iii. If λ > Td 2 , it can be concluded that the image feature space cannot be further optimized to improve the credibility of the cognitive results of the burning state under the condition of the current cognitive information, then make the O t,λ−1 as the final burning state cognition result R t of Y t and is then outputted to avoid an infinite loop.
Finally, the π testing samples obtained outputted cognition result in the current cognitive process are acquired to construct the set Y π , and extract the remaining d − π testing samples which have not made the output decision to reconstruct the testing dataset of the λ + 1th cognitive process:
III. THE SIMULATED FEEDBACK MECHANISM-BASED ROTARY KILN BURNING STATE COGNITION INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM
To implement the proposed cognition intelligence model structure, based on the above evaluation indexes, the simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence system is designed in this paper to improve the performance of traditional open-loop algorithms.
A. FLAME IMAGE PROCESSING AND UNCERTAIN COGNITION RESULT ACQUISITION FOR BURNING STATE
According to the prior knowledge of operator experts, more distinguishable ROI (flame region and material region) will be conducive to the subsequent burning state cognition. Therefore, a Gabor filter [14] is employed to preprocess the flame image and the ROI is discriminated to construct the training dataset U and the testing dataset Y with Gabor filter bank to obtain better flame image texture information. Readers may refer to our previous work [14] for details.
Principal component analysis (PCA) method [5] can extract the global configuration feature of flame image to characterize the burning state information, but the PCA can only extract the linear information in the data. In this paper, KPCA is used to extract global configuration feature space of flame image A = {A 1 , · · · , A m } based on PCA feature map and kernel function is then used to resolve the nonlinearity of feature data, thereby improving the cognitive performance of burning state, in which the feature dimension of flame image is consistent with the number of image samples since the KPCA-based feature extraction, that is, m = n. The Gaussian radial basis function is chosen as the kernel function
in this paper, among them,
is the average image with gray transformation of the ith training sample U i , andσ is the kernel function parameter. Here,σ affects the cognitive correctness of the burning state. At present, the selection ofσ is still an open problem, which will be optimized according to ergodic criterion in this paper. For the λth cognitive process of the cognitive system, feature space D = {D 1 , · · · , D ω } can be constructed based on A = {A 1 , · · · , A m }. In this case, it is necessary to construct a proper recognizer to obtain preferable classification effect in the limited feature space. In order to enhance the robustness and robustness of the recognizer, the RVFL-based ensemble classifier [14] is used as the rotary kiln burning state classifier to obtain the cognitive rule base λ . In this way, the uncertain cognition results vector
T of the testing dataset Y in the λth cognitive process can be obtained. According to [14] , the number of base networks n b in RVFL and the number n h of base functions in a base network are key factors in the modeling of the ensemble classifier, which is determined by traversal search of the optimal cognitive accuracy. Note that the same RVFL network architecture is used for all base RVFL networks and the same inputs are used to train each network.
B. SIMULATED FEEDBACK MECHANISM-BASED ROTARY KILN BURNING STATE COGNITION INTELLIGENCE ALGORITHM
To implement flame image-based layered cognition with simulated feedback for the rotary kiln burning state, a simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence algorithm is designed in this paper, which is presented as algorithm 1.
The algorithm adds the simulated feedback mechanism to the traditional open-loop training and cognition process. The credibility of current uncertain cognition results is evaluated based on the semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity of the uncertain cognition results to update the flame image feature space and cognition rules. The optimal feature space is built with different cognition requirements, and the layered feedback cognition ranging from global to local is realized with the cognition system. The parameters α,σ , Td 1 , Td 2 and the range of k in the algorithm are selected based on the experience knowledge by the relevant literature. The parameters γ , g, e, n h and n b are selected by experimental optimization. After all the parameters are determined by the training samples, it is adaptively optimized in the iterative feedback.
IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed method, flame images are obtained from Jiuganghongda Cement Plant for experimental verification in this paper. Jiuganghongda Cement Plant, with a capacity of 5000 tonnes of clinker per day, is a subcompany of the largest steel enterprise in China's northwest, located in the Jiayuguan of Gansu province. Burning zone flame images under various conditions were collected from No. 2 rotary kiln which produces 2000 tonnes of clinker per day. A color CCD camera (Panasonic WV-CP450) was installed outside the peephole of the kiln head. The output signal of the CCD was digitized using an image grabber card (Matrox Meteor II). Each digital flame image is 512×384 pixels. The sampling interval for flame images was set to 10 s. A total of 482 typical flame images, including 86 over-burning states, 193 under-burning states, and 203 normal-burning states, were selected to form the sample dataset. Bootstrapping [18] with 1000 replica was applied to estimate the average burning state recognition result of the rotary kiln. Some of the collected flame images are shown in Fig. 2 . All burning states were labeled by operator experts. Our operation environment is MATLAB2010a, with 4 G RAM, and an Intel Core i5-3380M CPU with 2.90 GHz. After many experiments,Td 1 = 0.8, Td 2 = 50, andσ = 70 are chosen as the model parameters for the simulation experiment. The semantic space parameter of burning state
Algorithm 1 Simulated Feedback Mechanism-Based Rotary Kiln Burning State Cognition Intelligence Algorithm
Input: the flame image training dataset U = {U 1 , · · · , U n } and the testing datasetY = {Y 1 , · · · , Y d }, the kernel function parameterσ , burning state cognition semantic parameter of rotary kiln k and the decision sample number of cognition system d k , the parameter γ , g and e of λ , the similarity thresholdTd 1 and feedback frequency threshold Td 2 .
Output: the optimal cognition result R opt and its optimal cognition accuracy opt of optimal model parameterP opt . 1. Initialize each parameter, pre-process for U and Y with Gabor filter bank, extract the KPCA feature set of training dataset A and build the S= (U ,A), obtain the Core(Ǎ) and δ;
For k from k min to k max ; 7.
Establish λ and set d k ← 0; 8.
For t from 1 to d; 9.
Calculate H α t,λ ; 10.
End For; 11.
Acquire H ; 12.
If λ > γ , Then calculate λ 13.
For t from 1 to d; 14.
If t,λ ≥ Td 1 , Then 15. Set the corresponding k and the relevant model parameters and calculation results, which make max{d k } the system output, and set the corresponding cognition result as R λ ; 21. End While; 22. While λ > Td 2 23.
For t from 1 to d; 24.
R t ←O t,λ ; 25.
End For; 26.
Obtain and output R λ ; 27. End While; 28. Obtain Y π , make Y ← Y−Y π ,d←d −π ,λ ← λ+1; 29.End If; 30.Obtain the final cognition result of testing dataset R TMP under the current parameters P TMP , and calculate the cognition accuracy TMP of R TMP ; 31.Repeat steps 1 to 30 for the possible parameter combinations of TMP = {1,· · ·, n γ ×n g ×n e ×n n h ×n n b }, and traversal search and output the R opt and its opt under the P opt ; 32.End VOLUME 5, 2017 cognition k was traversal optimized during the previous cognition process. Therefore, k min = 4 was chosen in this paper, and k max was determined by searching the optimal cognition result of the previous cognition process according to (3) . In addition, the number of basis networks n b and the number of basis functions in a basis network n h are the key factors for RVFL-based ensemble classifier modeling; therefore, the search range of n b is defined in [2, 10] with a step size of 1, and the range of n h in [5, 40] with a step size of 5. The exhaustive search strategy is applied to find the optimal parameters.
For the definition of λ , t,λ is influenced with γ , g, and e. The calculating model of t,λ is constructed based on definition 3; therefore, there is a small distance between the two adjacent sequences for cognizing the type of object. Based on the basic properties of the exponential function, t,λ has good consistency. Thus, the correlation of each element in λ will not influence the change in g and e; the similarities have a slightly different value. Namely, for two adjacent sequences with the same normalized distance, g ↑ , t,λ ↓;e ↑ , t,λ ↑. However, g plays the role of weight in the similarity calculation. When g > 1, the contribution of the nearer data is reflected to a greater extent; when g < 1, the opposite is the case; when g → ∞, the exponential function is transformed into the unit step function. That is, the overlarge g would lead to a loss of detail and the overlarge e would lose a lot of statistical information; the opposite would increase the noise sensitivity. At the same time, the greater the γ , the more information that is introduced when dynamic reconfiguring for the joint probability of a sequence, and the longer the data that is needed in calculation. Semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity t ,λ vs. feedback frequency λ (g = 2). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the semantic error α-entropy sequence similarity of an uncertain cognition result t,λ for different λ with the case of g= 2and3, and the different e of a testing sample, where other parameters are fixed. As shown in the two figures, the greater the g and e, the greater the t,λ . The cognition process of many testing samples falls out of the cycle once the threshold if met for the first time when calculating t,λ in the case where λ= 4; although the algorithm is relatively fast, there is a large misunderstanding rate in tpractical verification. On the other hand, the feature space must be updated for repeated feedback to fall out of the cycle, and even the cognition process of some samples is needed to stop iteration based on the feedback frequency threshold Td 2 . While the cognition accuracy is improved, the average feedback frequency of system is somewhat large. In fact, the quickness and accuracy are both taken into account when g= 2 and e= 0.15SD(H t,λ ), where SD H t,λ represents the standard deviation of H t,λ . is increased with γ . When γ ≥ 3, the increment of is small, and it is indicated that the increment of γ cannot improve significantly right now, while the needed data length and the calculated quantity will be greatly increased. Therefore, combining the general advice of fuzzy function parameter selection, the cognition requirement and many experiment attempts, we choose g= 2, e= 0.15SD(H t,λ ) and γ = 3 as the parameters of λ for the simulation experiment. Fig. 6 shows the decision sample number of cognition system d k for different burning state semantic space parameters k for the 4th cognition process for testing dataset in an experiment where other parameters are fixed. Due to the bootstrapping sampling method, the random sampling result of this experiment is with the training sample number n = 308 and the testing sample number d = 174. Because γ = 3, the cognition system cannot set up two adjacent semantic error α-entropy sequences of uncertain cognition results with the dimension of 3 when λ < 4; in addition, 4 can be calculated for the first time until λ = 4, so that the previous cognition process failed to decision output any cognition result and the current inputted testing sample number is d = 174. In addition, the attribute core dimension of the flame image feature space in this experiment is δ = 6; as a result, when λ = 4, the current flame image feature space dimension with compressed representation is ω = δ + λ − 1 = 9, and the current k max = ω − 1 = 8. Fig. 6 has the largest decision sample number max {d k } = 159 when k = 7 in this cognition process; then, the cognition system continues the following procedure with k= 7 and other corresponding parameters. Here, d k contains decision testing samples with correct and faulty cognition. Fig. 7 shows the average cognition accuracy of burning state for different parameters of the RVFL-based ensemble classifier where the other parameters are fixed. From Fig. 7(a) we can see that increases first and then falls slightly with the number of basis functions n h increasing when the number of basis networks n b = 1. The cognition system showed good performance with n h = 30. This suggests that too many basis functions in a basis network will affect system performance because of the overfitting phenomenon. Having excessive basis functions in a base network contributes to an insignificant feature subspace modeling performance at the expense of additional computational cost. Each point in Fig. 7(b) is obtained when the best n h is used. As we can see in Fig. 7(b) , not all n b are appropriate. In our study, 6 RVFL networks are sufficient to construct a reliable ensemble model.
To prove the feasibility, effectiveness and superiority of this method, we compare the performance of several flame image-based cognition methods for burning state. The variable granularity-based closed-loop cognition algorithm [14] , the open-loop cognition algorithm with KPCA feature, the open-loop cognition algorithm with PCA feature [5] , the open-loop cognition algorithm with traditional contribution rate-based PCA feature [5] , the open-loop cognition algorithm with KPCA and PCA combination feature [5] , the open-loop cognition algorithm with KPCA, PCA and ICA combination feature [5] and the open-loop cognition algorithm with flame image segmentation [2] , [18] , [19] are involved in the comparison. Average cognitive accuracy and average operating time T of various algorithms, as well as, average feedback index and the kernel function parameterσ of some algorithms are listed in Table I . All the comparative results are derived from an RVFL-based ensemble classifier and expressed in mean±standard deviation.
From Table I , we make the following observations: i. The simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence model and algorithm is effective. The establishment of the simulated feedback mechanism effectively imitates the human cognitive mechanism of repeated comparison and inference. The flame image feature space is optimized step by step through uncertain cognition result evaluation based on the meaning of pattern classification for feedback cognizing similar samples near the classification surface. The objective is to improve burning state cognition accuracy with a traditional open-loop global configuration feature-based cognition method. In addition, compared with the simulated feedback mechanism of the multidimensional feature space of the training sample, which is repeatedly obtained through the granularity adjustment method in [14] , our method has a low computational complexity. ii. KPCA, PCA and ICA can all extract the flame image feature. However, PCA and ICA can obtain only the linear information of the inputted data. KPCA maps the original data to the high-dimensional space to overcome the defect of extracting only linear information in data of PCA. The combination of KPCA, PCA and ICA not only can not improve the system performance, but is also likely to deteriorate it with the existed nonlinear information. Moreover, the global configuration feature of flame image obtained by the traditional contribution-based feature selection algorithm is optimal under low-dimensional reconstruction rather than pattern based on global configuration feature. The image segmentation-based technique can only work under the condition with a good quality of flame image.
iii. A more reasonable evaluation mechanism for uncertain cognition results of burning state in the sense of statistics is established from the perspective of semantics and information theory with the construction of the BoW and LSA-based semantic error information system of uncertain cognition results and the definition of the entropy-based evaluation index for uncertain cognition results. The feature space is expanded specific to the cognition process of biggish deviation that appeared between the uncertain cognition results and the cognition target to cognize similar samples repeatedly. The application of the BOW model, LSA method and entropy theory not only improves the cognition accuracy but also reduces the standard deviation of cognition accuracy, and the system performance based on the global configuration feature is improved.
iv. Our algorithm calculates once during the process of pre-processing, feature extraction and information system establishment but calculates repeatedly during the process of compressed representation of the flame image feature space with separability and cognition classifier construction; thus, the training time of our algorithm is only slightly higher than that of the open-loop cognition method with KPCA. Because the repeated operation for the testing sample is unable to come to a decision in the cognition process, the testing time of our algorithm is higher than other methods for flame image feature spaces with the same dimension. However, the dimension of the compressed represented flame image feature space with separability constructed in the early algorithm is far lower than the original image feature space; thus, a good cognition result and low testing time can be obtained with a low-dimension feature space and more cognition information for a relatively good quality testing sample. For testing samples of relatively poor quality, the misunderstanding rate is effectively reduced by feedback cognition.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With the aim of imitating human feedback cognition, a simulated feedback mechanism-based rotary kiln burning state cognition intelligence model and algorithm is proposed to improve the performance of the previous open-loop cognition method. The experimental results are promising and demonstrate the considerable potential of the proposed techniques. In this paper, all the data in the experiment are from the actual burning zone flame images taken by the No. 2 rotary kiln of Jiuganghongda Cement Plant. In the future, we intend to carry out relevant experimental verification at the industrial site to improve the practicality of this method.
The experimental results are promising and demonstrate the considerable potential of the proposed techniques. However, the cognition intelligence method and calculation model have been the focus of research in recent years, and many aspects merit further study. The heuristic feedback information of the feature space is acquired based on an artificial setting threshold in this paper. In fact, there is a different representational capacity of samples with different features. In addition, the proposed simulated feedback mechanism creates the feedback decision for the cognition process of a testing sample with large cognition error, but the deviation information between sample and target is not taken into account in the process of the feature space update. Therefore, how establishing a calculating model with an adaptive feedback threshold to adapt to the cognition demand of different feature spaces and realizing the heterogeneous optimization mechanism of the feature space by fully considering the cognition error is the focus of the next study. WEI LI received the bachelor's degree in automation from the Hefei University of Technology, China, in 2014, where he is currently pursuing the master's degree in control engineering. His research interest includes wireless sensor networks and indoor localization using wireless networks.
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